
Written and Oral Testimony for Friday, August 13, 2021, Leavenworth, KS   

Fr: Marc Galbraith  

To: The Joint House and Senate Committees on Redistricting   

Re: Fair & Equitable Representation in Kansas   

Co-Chairpersons and Members of the Committee:  

My name is Marc Galbraith.  I live in Topeka and I thank you for this opportunity.    

My purpose today is to express my sincere hope that this redistricting process will result in fair 

and unbiased maps.    

What is a fair map?  There are obviously many elements, but among the most important are a 

commitment to maintain neighborhoods and communities of interests.    

What are communities of interests?  I want to offer two examples that I hope serve as a kind of 

definition.  I live in the central and older part of Topeka. Within central Topeka there are a 

number of NIAs, or neighborhood improvement associations.  NIAs are essentially neighbors 

coming together to identify common interests and goals.  Presently, those NIAs are divided 

between at least two state representative districts. In my mind that is not optimum. I believe 

better representation would be achieved if all were contained in one district.  On the other 

hand, the Kansas City Metro which shares many common interests is currently whole within the 

Kansas third congressional district.  The 3rd is an example of good mapping, and I would expect 

very little, if any, change coming out of this process.   

I also ask you to avoid the practice of including partisan and incumbent ‘home seat’ information 

in the redistricting database and to reject the protection of incumbents through such devices as 

considering an incumbent’s address.   

I also think a fair mapping process needs reference points and I hope you develop guidelines 

and criteria that we as voters can use to assess maps as you create them.   

Finally, I hope you will schedule additional town halls after the census data is available.   

For me, redistricting is about drawing maps and elections are about deciding which candidate  

best represents us.  But mapping can achieve basic population goals while falling far short of all 

we hoped for in fair mapping.  Unfortunately, when that happens the voting power of people 

and communities can be diminished.  And diminished voting power can hinder the ability of 

people to be meaningfully represented.  Maps that fail the test of fairness can then harbor the 

potential to ignore, and even promote, racial, health, educational and economic inequality.  

That, in my mind, is why fair maps matter so much.   

  



  

  

  


